Parking Restoration Bill

"A Bill to re-establish removed parking spaces in lot 30 A and maximize parking spaces for permit holders."

Whereas (1): Lot 30 A is kept in poor condition; and,

Whereas (2): Many lines to denote parking spaces are extremely faded due to lack of maintenance; and,

Whereas (3): Parking spaces at the west end of the 2nd row of lot 30 A were removed, without removing the existing parking lines or being denoted as no-parking zones, and without informing permit-holders, resulting in unjustified parking tickets; and,

Whereas (4): Authorized vehicle parking spaces increased from 1 space to 3 spaces over Christmas break, without notifying Lot 30 permit holders; and,

Whereas (5): Students pay to park in Lot 30; and

Whereas (6): Texas A&M vehicles park in the permit-holders spaces instead of their "authorized vehicle" spaces; and,
Whereas (7): Texas A&M vehicles remain parked in Lot 30 A overnight and after normal working hours, filling up spaces that Lot 30 permit holders pay to access.

Therefore
Let it be
Enacted (1): That the parking spaces at the west end of the 2nd row of lot 30 A should be re-established as valid parking spots, with newly painted parking lines; and,

Let it be
Further
Enacted (2): That all parking tickets that were issued to vehicles parked in these removed spaces should be refunded; and,

Let it be
Further
Enacted (3): That the number of “authorized vehicle parking” spaces should be reduced back to 1 spot from the current 3 spots; and,

Let it be
Further
Enacted (4): That Texas A&M vehicles should only be allowed to park in “authorized vehicle only” spaces in Lot 30 A, so that permit holders may fully access the parking spaces they pay for; and,

Let it be
Further
Enacted (5): That parking attendants should receive Sunday morning off, for family and fellowship; and,

Let it be
Further
Enacted (6): That a copy of this bill shall be sent to Transportation Services within 3 days of passage; and,

Let it be
Further
Enacted (7): That Transportation Services should enact these changes immediately.